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AbuDawood Highlights

All the successful companies set goals because without them, they have no defined
purpose and nothing to strive for; consequently, they stagnate and struggle for meaningful
accomplishments. Goals are steppingstones to an end result. Challenging, but attainable
goals improve productivity and create a high performance culture. They foster engagement
and encourage focus on the most important tasks.
A positive attitude can go a long way in helping reach your goals more effectively and
easily. Therefore, CLD kick started the goal setting process by sending the goal setting
participants to a one day master class on increased Productivity through Behavioral Waste
Management which focused primarily on how to build a can do attitude and how to
eliminate wasteful attitudes, behaviors and thoughts.
The next day, a convoy of 18 cars took a 700 km long journey to Gwadar which was this
year’s offsite location for the Annual Goal Setting FY 17-18. Two complete days were
dedicated for brainstorming and coming up with SMART goals for the next fiscal. All the
teams made full use of this opportunity and decided their path and destination for the
future. Enthusiastic inter as well as intra department arguments were a testimony of the
passion for achieving new heights in the upcoming year.
To put a cherry on the top, a full day workshop on Negotiation skills was conducted by the
maestro Nael Ahmed himself. His personal anecdotes stemming from his vast experience
were a treat and source of inspiration and learning for everyone.
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HR STATISTICS
People on-boarded

Internal Movements

Management

14

Non-Management

46

19

Interviews conducted

Referral Rewards

Management

60

Non-Management

75

5
Average Late

4.78
3.6
2.65

Head Office

Disciplinary Summary

13

7
3
Show Cause

Warning

Termination

2
Dismissal

2
Caution

1
Inquiry

2.64

Islamabad

2.15

Karachi

Lahore

Multan

What’s the BUZZ in CLD?
Upcoming Events (MAY 2017)
IDP SCHOOL

SALES SCHOOL

7 HABITS

SAP SD “CCE”
MODULE

SUB-D SCHOOL

Highlights of APRIL
NEGOTIATION SKILLS
This was a customized workshop conducted by Nael Ahmed for the entire management group of
Head Office and direct reports of Leads from the field. It encapsulated the fundamentals of a
negotiation process. Different engaging activities and roleplays were used to allow participants to
absorb and practice the concepts taught. The participants were divided into 7 groups each with a
Lead Team member as the observer. Each group had to negotiate on a business case utilizing all
techniques and tips learned during the session. This session turned out to be extremely insightful
from a learning standpoint as it not only covered the fundamentals of negotiation but it also gave
them direct exposure of our business dynamics during the activities and cross functional
interaction.
“I have attended a few other training sessions on Negotiation skills with some
other trainers. In my opinion, one’s learning curve depends solely on the way
trainers engage participants in the session by making it interesting and
interactive. It does not mean unnecessarily involving participants in physical
fatigue or some other irrelevant stuff just to buy some time out.
The session with Nael was an engaging, interactive and memorable
experience for me. I have learned/refreshed a few techniques that have
tremendous importance in everyone’s professional life.”
Khubab Ur Rehman, Head of CSL

“Before attending this course, I thought that negotiation is in my genes and
I am a good negotiator. But after attending this seminar, I realized that there
are lots of minor details which we miss out on daily basis and if we could do
it in a more structured way then it could have a huge impact on the
outcome. When you learn to recognize and understand the person on the
opposite side, you are able to negotiate with more self-confidence. You
seek the 'win-win' situation. You consciously use nonverbal communication
and conclude your negotiations successfully.
The most helpful part was the real-world exercise we did because it
involved predicting the next move of the opponent and adjusting our ways
to deal with it. All in all it was a wonderful learning experience.”
Ghazanfar Farooq, District Manager
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What’s the BUZZ in CLD?
BEHAVIORAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
It was a one day master class on increased Productivity through Behavioral Waste
Management conducted by Neville Gaunt, an internationally renowned keynote speaker;
co-founder of Mind Fit, a UK based company; and co-author of “Is your mind fit for golf?
The missing link to your success”, and Graham Williams, Director of Development at Mind
Fit. The Masterclass aimed to raise awareness on how attitudes and behaviors impact
everyone’s ability to perform to their optimum, lead and engage, work in teams, and
ultimately improve performance. It helped us identify negative activities through the term
‘Behavioral Waste’ and the experience of being trapped between beliefs and reality which
generates much of that waste. This session was strategically scheduled right before our
annual goal setting to get ready for the coming fiscal with the right attitude and mindset
and it definitely helped to a great extent in building our perspective.

“It was a wonderful event full of energy and enthusiasm. This enabled us
to think and root cause what actually are the behavioral wastes which
hinder our personal and professional progress ultimately limiting our
growth. It also made us ponder over the measures we must take in life
to avoid such behavior. It enabled us to get rid of the approach of “can’t
do” or “won’t do” and develop growth mind-sets with “Can-Do” attitude
with minimal Behavioral Waste. “

Khurram Saif , Manager - Systems & Servers

“Change is the only thing constant in the world, but whenever we are
asked to change something we usually respond with either “Can’t Do”
or “Won’t Do”. This workshop was extremely instrumental in changing
these negative attitudes into “Can Do”, especially at a time when we
were about to go for Goal Setting. We also realized that it is not
necessary to bring change at a massive scale, we can simply improve
by making small changes within and bring the transformation that we
have been longing for.”
Noman Jafri, Management Trainee (Finance)
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Tip of the Spear
TOP PERFORMING SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Getting to know Zubair Liaqat
Sales Representative - Wholesale, Lahore

IVT 174
Q- How do you feel?
I feel good. I have made it to the Top 3 list a couple of times by I’ve made to number
one for the first time. I was definitely vying for this position.
Q- How would you describe yourself?
I am a moody person. I love playing snooker and I go to the snooker club daily. I feel it
helps me unwind and release all stress. I love travelling outside the city.
Q- What is your most funny habit?
I love making fun of others. I love doing things that annoy people because that way I
get a reaction out of them which I enjoy.
Q- What is the best thing someone has said to you?
When I joined Abudawood I missed my target every month and that is when my boss
encouraged me and told me I’ll get the fruit of my hard work some day. He was right.
Today is that day.
Q- What motivates you?
Appreciation and my mother’s prayers.
Q-If you could meet anyone, who would you like to meet?
I would want to meet Sunny Leon.
Q- What are your aspirations in this position?
I want to become a District Manager through hard work and gaining the respect of
my Seniors.
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Afzaal Nazeer

Noman Aslam

SR- MR
Karachi
IVT 133

SR- MR
Rawalpindi
IVT 128

Featured Project
Conversion of Shahdara to a Hub
In order to bring about a growth in sales and to provide cost savings Shahdara has been
converted from a network town to a hub as per ADP standards. Previously, the facility at
Shahdara was based in a residential area but now has been moved into a purpose built
facility which has allowed them to deploy Hand Pallet Trolleys. It has also allowed loading to
take place through docks and unloading to take place on the warehouse premises which
was not possible earlier as they were not based in a purpose built facility.
This conversion to a hub has allowed direct shipment from P&G instead of managing it from
the Lahore branch. This has not only enabled Shahdara to increase their DOC capacity, but
has also allowed Shahdara to ship supplies to Sheikupura (NWT) which was being served by
Lahore previously.
Moreover, areas in the Lahore unit that are closer to Shahdara are also being catered by the
Shadara branch which has improved service levels to these customers and also improved
execution KPIs of the Supplier Officers.
This project was spearheaded by Khubab Ur Rehman, Umer Saeed Siddiqui, Babar
Shabbir, Asif Khan and Fahim Saif.
Before

After

Facility area

2,274 sq. ft

19,000 sq. ft.

Warehouse storage area

1,062 sq. ft

11,050 sq. ft

Storage capacity

41 pallets

526 pallets

DOC

9.5 days

22 days

Submitted by: Fahim Saif (Branch CSL Manager, Sialkot)
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Vantage Point
Q1- What do you love about your profession?
For me working in HR is like having a romantic fling with my job.
The spirit of HR as profession is always about continuous
improvement — whether we’re talking about development of
people, recruiting talent, developing benefit plans, exploring new
HR tech/ tools or making HR processes more efficient, it’s an area
where we are always looking at raising the bar and taking people or
processes to the next level. It may not always be the day that I had
planned when I get into the office, but I love the “x” factor of not
knowing exactly what my day will bring and all the surprises (both
good and bad, and most times it’s the former) that comes my way. I
thrive and grow professionally in that uncertainty every day
Alhumdulillah !!!!
Q2- What struck you about Abu Dawood when you first walked into the office?
The sound of laughters and then the big smile on the face of the company’s General Manager, Nael
Ahmed. I feel his humble yet aggressive way of greeting people tells you a lot about the culture.
Q3-Should you be compared to your predecessor? Why or why not?
I met Kiran only during my round of interviews as she had left before I joined. However, during the
transition period of one month which was on Skype mostly, I must say she was a great help and very
honest to her profession. So I can’t say, if I should be compared or not however, one thing I am sure
about is the passion and hunger that drives me for HR; she enjoyed the same.
Q4-What is something you think everyone should do at least once in their lives?
My bucket list isn’t really about expensive trips and luxury (though I would never say NO to one !!).
I recently performed Umrah Masha’Allah and I honestly think that everyone should visit Khana Kaaba
at least once in their lifetime. There are no words in the world which can define or explain the
feelings you have once you see the Khana kaaba for the first time.
Q5- What is the most annoying habit that other people have?
People who are full of themselves. They undermine others capability and “THINK I KNOW IT ALL”
Q6- If you could live in a book, Tv show or movie, which one would it be and why?
I love the show Friends and I must have watched all the series more than 10 times and yet I crave to
see any episode especially if I am feeling low. The essence of accepting everyone’s individuality in a
friend zone and then being there for each other is just beautiful and what friendship is all about. 
Q7- What qualities do you really like in people?
Being humble and down to earth.
Q8- If money was no object, what would you do all day?
I mostly would be doing the same thing, as satisfaction comes from doing what you love the most.
And Alhumdulillah I love my work. Now what to do with that all money, I think I would invest in young
entrepreneurs who want to start their business and bring about positive change.
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Vacancies
Sadaf Hussain - Section Supervisor, Chakwal
Ashfaq Aboobakar - Assistant Manager Administration
Numair Usman - Section Supervisor, Islamabad
Ghafar Ahmad - Branch Manager, Gujranwala
Muhammad Zafar Iqbal - Section Manager, Faisalabad
Adnan Hussain - District Manager, Islamabad
Hafiz Muhammad Usman - CSL Supervisor, Chiniot
Abdullah Tahir - Warehouse Supervisor, Lahore
Jahanzeb Memon - Section Supervisor Sub D, Mirpur
Awais Ahmed Khan - Regional Manager, Multan
Muhammad Yasir Chhipa - Assistant Manager
Purchase
Hassan Javed - District Manager Food, Karachi
Kamran Chishti - Supplier Supervisor, Peshawar
Shehliza Azam - Senior Officer Administration

District Manager Sub D North Islamabad
Section Manager - Islamabad and
Larkana
Section Manager Food - Karachi,
Lahore and Islamabad
Regional Manager - Karachi
Section Supervisor - Sialkot, and
Gujrat
Warehouse Supervisor - Quetta
Senior Officer Admin (Fleet) - Head
Office
Sales Representative Pre-Sell and
Spot-Sell - Karachi Korangi, Karachi
FB Area, Lahore, Islamabad, Multan,
Faisalabad, Peshawar
Supplier Officer - Karachi Korangi,
Karachi FB Area

Farewell!
Aman Ullah Rana - Regional Manager, Islamabad
Muhammad Aamir – District Manager Sub D North
Sheikh Aqeel Ahsan – Management Trainee
Muhammad Saleem Sultan - Section Supervisor,
Sargodha
Farzand Ali - Section Supervisor Sub D, Hyderabad
Ovais Latif - Section Manager, Karachi
Zohaib Mehfooz - Section Supervisor, Karachi
Hassaan Zafar - Section Supervisor, Karachi
Omair Hussain - Section Supervisor, Abbottabad
Haseeb Anwar - Section Manager, Multan
Usama Nazeer - Section Supervisor, Gujrat
Ali Javed Cheema - Section Supervisor, Sialkot
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Congratulations to
the following for
getting married
this month:
Taimur Alam
(Section
Supervisor,
Peshawar) and
Somaya Mukhtar
(Section Manager,
Islamabad)

